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Parent child Relationship - A Foundation to 
learning

Here…. Environment (Home) acts as a playground for Learning !

During the early 2yrs of age, Attachment with parents plays a vital role. 

A Responsive parenting can be the best predictor of academic and 
emotional development.

Hence, Enabling Parents as a Co- Teacher/Co-Therapist at home..!



• Facial expressions acts as a cue for emotions expressed to the child 
with any social individual including parents….

• The way your message is conveyed...

Rapport with the child…

Words 
(10%)

Tone of Voice
(40%)

Body 
Language

(60%)



Eye Contact…
üFace to face communication is a mandate!

§ But, don’t force eye contact !! We are not training for compliance !

üBring the object closer to your face while teaching the child so 
that your facial expressions are observed too !



Place Colorful stickers around face to highlight the eyes or use masks 
which allow the child to focus at your eyes. 

Peek-a-boo !

Visual cues– Cue cards which contains pictures to show the child. Eg: Sit 
up, Eyes on the speaker



Joint Attention…
ØUse picture books to teach and read together with the child.

ØStory books improve shared reading promoting “Joint attention” of 
the child.

ØScrap books to paste recent events and narrate about it together 
looking at the photos/images pasted.



Greeting skills…

• Also to say “bye-bye” when that person leaves the place.

• Encourage the child by holding his/her hand to help doing the 
appropriate gesture.



Provide him/her verbal cu
es Eg : “Look,

Uncle has come! What should you say to

him?” and
likewise while leaving

During every day conversati
ons, pract

ice

the child to say “Please, T
hank you, Excu

se

me and Sorry” at
appropriat

e times.

Direct the child’s attention
to these

words when others use them in any social

situation.



Stepping into Play…. Social Games 
Use simple toys at home Eg. Blocks
Form a group to play at home with the child where
each of you take a set of blocks to build it and each
one narrates about what is built at the end.

Provide Choices!

In-between create needs to communicate and Make
the child say/ask for it and reinforce the same.

Let the 
child 
Lead!



Hide & 
Seek!

Passing the ball game also works in small social groups with the 
siblings/ neighbors.

Use colorful balls to play where each of you takes turn to put into the basket 
kept in a distance and who completes it first.



Motor activities can also be included with a social group using traditional Indian games. 

Also using materials at home Eg. Motor Obstacle course played in your verandah or backyard.

This also can be made with different types of shapes drawn on the floor and asking the child to perform 
the motor activities.

Eg. Jump in the circle,Jump to square, walk on ladder, crawl under the chair and so on. 



While playing social games, Skip the child’s turn or deliberately do a mistake which
creates a need for the child to ask for their turn or communicate.

Know the strengths / Talents of the child and keep encouraging him and with others.
Praise them for their efforts.



Taking Turns……

Teach the child the 
aspect of “sharing” by 
encouraging the child’s 
siblings to share play 

materials with him/her. 

During meal time, 
make him/her sit 
with other family 
members and wait 
for their turn to be 
served. Reinforce 
them for waiting !

Sensitize the child 
to the aspect of 

“waiting for turns” 
in everyday 

activities and play.



While playing, ask for the toy which he/she plays and give back them 
after you playing with it. Praise them for sharing the toy with you.

Similarly make them share the toys with their siblings and make them 
“please and thank” for the appropriate behaviors during the play.

Teach the child to request/ask permission to use the belongings of others.  

Sharing Materials….



Be flexible and 
appreciate the efforts 
of the child for doing 
the task. Allow the 

child to do as much as 
he/she can do.

Assist only 
when the 

child tends to 
fail in his/her 

repeated 
attempts

Try to involve them in 
your daily works to 

assist you and 
communicate while 

doing. Children love to 
help adults!



Every dark cloud has a silver lining…. 


